Your life. Your work.
Your COLOR ID.

Fun and colourful
Colourful office technology

Making your life and work even better – that’s the objective of the new COLOR ID
range. This range includes six coordinated and high-quality office accessories from
the Novus and Dahle range in the five amazing colours dreamy lilac, easy blue,
funny orange, happy pink and lucky green. The combination of trendy colours and
high-quality product features will bring happiness to every desk. COLOR ID office
products brings bright highlights to everyday life and can be perfectly adapted to
suit every taste. Impressively high-quality, appealingly colourful, reliable
to use every day:
Bright COLOR ID eye-catchers bring new life, more fun and productivity to the work
place.

Fun and bright companions for every desk.

Perfectly coordinated – and not just in terms of colour:
The combined COLOR ID product range from Novus and Dahle.
NOVUS stapler B 2

NOVUS hole perforator B 216

The useful stapler for domestic and home office use combines reliable
technology with ergonomic handling. The swivel base plate allows it
to be used for both open and closed stapling or even for tacking. Using
24/6 DIN SUPER staples, up to 25 sheets can be stapled together.
The bright colours are combined with a matt surface.

The attractively priced office perforator looks great on every desk. Its
securely engaging paper guide makes it easy to see the format and the
nonslip base makes it easy to open up and close again for emptying.
The handy device can process up to 16 sheets. The bright colours are
combined with a matt surface.

Features

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

020-1916
020-1920
020-1918
020-1919
020-1917

Features

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

025-0620
025-0624
025-0622
025-0623
025-0621

NOVUS stapler B 4

NOVUS hole perforator B 230

The well-established office stapler for everyday professional use has
many impressive features, making daily life at work easier. The spring
loading mechanism with double staple guide ensure precise stapling,
the swivel base plate allows it to be used for both open and closed
stapling or even for tacking. Using 24/6 DIN SUPER staples, up to 40
sheets can be stapled together. The high-gloss surface looks particularly sophisticated.

This high-quality office perforator offers high performance and ergonomics for professional use. The full metal device with mirror-finished
plastic case top has a securely engaging paper guide with easily legible
paper-size indicator. The non-slip base makes it easy to open up and
close again for emptying.
The device can process up to 30 sheets. The high-gloss surface looks
particularly sophisticated.

Features

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

020-1921
020-1925
020-1923
020-1924
020-1922

Features

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

025-0625
025-0629
025-0627
025-0628
025-0626

DAHLE trimmer 507

DAHLE scissors 54508

The handy and compact trimmer is the perfect hobby and starter
solution. Its sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet makes it
easy to handle. The format lines on the base provide orientation.
The circular blade enclosed in a cutting head ensures safety.

These modern paper scissors for right-handed users ensure safe
handling and reliable cutting performance for every purpose. The
stainless, hardened special scissor steel ensures precision and the
polished cutting edges ensure a long-lasting sharp cut.
The soft rubber padded handles make creative work enjoyable.

Features
8

A4 | 12½″

A4 80g /m2

320mm max

2

year
guarantee

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

00507-14384
00507-14378
00507-14382
00507-14386
00507-14380

Features
21 cm/8“

stainless
steel

2

year
guarantee

Colours

Item no.

dreamy lilac
lucky green
easy blue
funny orange
happy pink

54508-14429
54508-14425
54508-14427
54508-14428
54508-14431

NOVUS Display 020-1927

DAHLE Display 54580-14432

stapler B 2, perforator B 216: 2x per colour

scissors 54508: 3x per colour

855-2616 | 0518 EN | Technical data and design approximate, subject to change without notice.

Now even more colour
comes into play !
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